
The Lagrange–Jacobi (Virial) Relation

If V homogeneous, V (αra) = αkV (ra) , then
1

2
Ïcm = Ecm − 2(k + 2)V

If Ecm ≥ 0 , then because VNew < 0 and k = −1 we have Ïcm > 0

The moment of inertia is U-shaped upwards, the dilatational momentum
D =

∑
a ra · pa (= 1

2İcm) is monotonic and vanishes once (figure).

t
D

Icm

CS

Architectonics: D is a Lyapunov variable
⇒ no periodic solutions ⇒ no Poincaré
recurrences; at Janus point D = 0 a
point and direction do determine a solu-
tion. The relational N -body problem is not
quite scale-invariant, but its Cauchy problem
is. Mid-point solution-determining data at
D = 0 are scale-invariant, non-redundant
and unbiased.
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Dynamical Similarity

If V homogeneous, then

ra → αra, t→ α1−k/2 t,

maps solutions to geometrically similar solutions (k = −1 generalizes Kepler’s
Third Law). NB: not a Noether symmetry.

Solutions with initial momenta of same direction but different magnitudes are
identical in Shape Space. Gibbs’ exclusion of 1/r2 potentials not needed.

Since S is compact, both Gibbs ‘boxes’ for confined systems
arise naturally for true observables of the unconfined N-body universe.
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Attractors in Shape Space

Liouville measure is conserved in the Newtonian phase space. Therefore,
if scale part increases⇒ shape part decreases. In inertial motion,
ra(t) = ra(0) + va(0) t , so ra tend as t→ ±∞ to a shape fixed by va(0).

Gibbs ensemble of 20 two-dimensional
inertial motions with identical velocities
but different initial positions. In shape
space the ensemble contracts as t →
±∞ to a single common shape.
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Attractors in Newtonian Gravity

For dynamics of shapes − logCS acts as a shape potential
and the dynamics appears dissipative. Attractors + gravity⇒
isolated clusters form⇒ emergent Second Law in all solutions.
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A Scale-Invariant Measure of Clustering

Expansion of universe is not ‘seen’ but deduced from evolution of ratios:

Galactic Diameters
Inter-Galactic Separations

→ 0

To reflect this, we define a scale-invariant measure of clustering CS as the ratio
of two mass-weighted lengths: the root-mean-square length `rms and the
mean harmonic length `mhl

`rms :=

√√√√√∑
a<b

mamb r
2
ab

m2
tot

=
√
Icm/mtot,

`−1mhl =
1

m2
tot

∑
a<b

mamb

rab
=

1

m2
tot
VNew,

Shape Complexity CS = `rms/`mhl.

A sensitive measure of clustering
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Shape Complexity as a State Function

We cannot use Ecm as state function (it is zero). However, CS is epoch
dependent and, like E, dynamically fundamental (−CS is the shape potential).
(Newtonian gravity seems ‘designed’ to create structure!)

Colour coding shows CS (minima at poles,
infinite at ‘needles’). All shape microstates
on a CS contour belong to a CS-macrostate.
We will define a metric on S that makes it
possible to count microstates and define
an entropy-like quantity for the universe.
Besides getting an emergent Second Law in
all solutions, we can calibrate the typical-
ity of every solution.
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Typical 3-Body Solution

t
D

Icm

CS

Creation of complexity, information and physical rods and clocks
with respect to which the universe ‘expands’.
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1000-Body Simulation

t

CS

Sumulation Above: large N smooths wiggles. Below: ‘Artistic impression’.
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Mid-Point Data

Each solution has its unique Janus point J.
At J, a shape and direction in S determine a solution.

At J, set scale-invariant, unbiased, non-redundant mid-point data.
Minimal encoding of all objective information conserved by evolution.

Elements of cotangent bundle T∗S of S have direction and magnitude
but magnitudes irrelevant (dynamical similarity)⇒ points of PT∗S

projectivized cotangent bundle (Janus manifold) fix distinct solutions.

PT∗S is odd-dimensional (contact geometry, Arnold’s Mechanics),
and its points map one-to-one onto the solution space.
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Measure on the Solution Space

A symplectic measure is induced on T∗S (Arnold) but is infinite
(momentum magnitudes unbounded, Gibbs 1/r2 restriction).

On Q there is a unique unbiased scale-invariant mass metric:

ds2 =
N∑
a=1

ma dra · dra
Icm

.

Riemannian quotienting induces a distinguished metric on S.

At any shape in S, the metric above makes it possible
to attribute a norm to shape momenta.

Shape Space and (Relative) Shape Momenta have
bounded measures without Gibbs-type restrictions.
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Typicality of Solutions: Entaxy

Use CS and a momentum analogue CM as state functions.

All shape microstates on a CS, CM level
surface belong to a shape macrostate with
volume ES,M induced by the shape metric.
We call E = log ES,M the entaxy of a so-
lution that has complexities CS, CM at its
Janus point. Entaxy is a scale-invariant
entropy-type quantity: how likely it is for
a universe to have a given shape and
shape-space direction at its Janus point.
Effective initial data for internal observers.
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The Known Unknown: In Which Solution Are We?

We know the law of the universe. Can we predict what the typical solutions
will be like? Laplace’s Principle of Indifference: if a certain number of
outcomes are possible but nothing else known, give equal probability to each
(maximum entropy principle, fundamental postulate of stat mech).

Like GHS, but now with bounded measure
and total control of solution space, we fol-
low Laplace and give equal probability to
equal-measure regions. The probability of
occurrence of a universe is proportional to
its entaxy at its Janus point. The proba-
bilities with which triangle shapes occur at
the Janus point can be read off from the fig-
ure (few ‘needles’).
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Shape-Space Volume vs. Complexity
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Measure of shape macrostates as function of CS/Cmin. Sampling caveat but
suggests typical universes will be very uniform at the Janus point.

With one exception, we avoid Schiffrin–Wald objections to GHS.
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